Successful People Become
Successful Differently
A Wired Differently Presentation by Todd Saylor

1. Relationships
Be affable
Pleasantly easy to approach and to talk to; friendly; cordial; warmly polite: showing warmth and friendliness;
benign; pleasant: an affable smile.
Be reasonable
Agreeable to reason or sound judgment; logical capable of rational behavior, and decision.
Be vulnerable
Capable of or susceptible to being wounded or hurt, as by a weapon: a vulnerable part of the body. Open to
moral attack, criticism, of a place open to assault; difficult to defend: a vulnerable bridge.
Be purposeful
Having a purpose.determined; resolute.full of meaning; significant.
Be vigilant
Keenly watchful, to detect danger ; wary awake and alert.
Be risky
Attended with or involving risk; hazardous: a risky undertaking.
Be genuine
Possessing the claimed or attributed character, quality, or origin; not counterfeit; authentic; real: genuine
sympathy;free from pretense, affectation, or hypocrisy; sincere: a genuine person.
Be reliable
That may be relied on or trusted; dependable in achievement, accuracy, honesty, etc.: reliable information.

2: Attitude
When does attitude really matter? Attitude truly only really matters in a crisis or difficult times. Think about
it. In good times it's almost not significant ….

3: Training and Equipping Others
All compounding is predicated in equipping of others ..successful leaders must to pour into others ..

4: Leadership
Everything falls and rises on leadership ....Todd what do you mean by everything? What part of everything don’t
you understand?

5: Differently
Most all successful people at some point have done it or the moment or the separator Differently.
Dif-fer-ent: Adjective. Not the same as another or each other; unlike in form, nature, or quality. Distinct.
Separate.
Adjective: a word or phrase naming an attribute, added to or grammatically related to a noun to describe it
Dif-fer-ent-ly: Adverb. Not like in character or quality; distinct in nature. Not ordinary; unusual, not identical.
Adverb: a word that modifies an adjective, expressing a relation of place, time, circumstance, manner, cause,
degree, making adjective actionable
Listen, “Getting older is automatic, getting better isn’t!"
What are you doing to grow others and yourself?
Successful Leadership Differently, is about forward, is shorter and faster Differently...
“Yesterday's home run won’t win the game today." - Babe Ruth
Read Todd's book Wired Differently available on Amazon.
For a personally signed copy visit wireddifferently.com.
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